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The current study examined sentence recognition across speaking styles (conversational, neutral, and

clear) in quiet and multi-talker babble (MTB) for cochlear implant (CI) users and normal-hearing

listeners under CI simulations. Listeners demonstrated poorer recognition accuracy in MTB than in

quiet, but were relatively more accurate with clear speech overall. Within CI users, higher-performing

participants were also more accurate in MTB when listening to clear speech. Lower performing users’

accuracy was not impacted by speaking style. Clear speech may facilitate recognition in MTB for

high-performing users, who may be better able to take advantage of clear speech cues.
VC 2020 Acoustical Society of America. https://doi.org/10.1121/1.5141370
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I. INTRODUCTION

For individuals with cochlear implants (CIs), under-

standing speech in real-world conditions can be incredibly

difficult. CI users rely upon a speech signal that is spectro-

temporally degraded due to limitations in information trans-

mission of electric stimulation of the auditory nerve

(Başkent et al., 2016b). In real-world listening environments,

further signal degradation comes from environmental condi-

tions (e.g., noise, masking speech), and the acoustic-

phonetic variability from across talkers (e.g., gender, age,

regional or foreign accent) and within talkers (e.g., speaking

style, emotion) (Mattys et al., 2012; Gilbert et al., 2013).

Understanding speech in the presence of competing talkers

(or “babble”), conversational speech with reduced speech

cues (Liu et al., 2004; Tamati et al., 2019), and high talker

variability (Faulkner et al., 2015), have all been shown to be

challenging for CI users.

In real-world conditions, speakers may improve the clarity

of their speech by speaking more loudly, slowing their speech,

or hyperarticulating (Krause and Braida, 2002, 2004; Hazan

et al., 2018). In normal hearing (NH) listeners, these “clear

speech” modifications typically result in an intelligibility bene-

fit (Janse et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2004) relative to conversation-

ally reduced speech, where speech sounds are often shorter or

weaker, while the speaking rate is often faster and more vari-

able (e.g., Ernestus and Warner, 2011). In quiet, NH listeners

are typically able to understand conversational reduced speech

(Ernestus and Warner, 2011), although this comes at the cost

of increased cognitive effort (Van Engen et al., 2012). In back-

ground noise or competing talkers (Schum, 1996; Helfer,

1997), or when listening with a hearing impairment (Janse and

Ernestus, 2011), however, listeners show a relatively greater

benefit of clear speech over conversational reduced speech.

Similarly, CI users have previously been shown to benefit

from clear speech in quiet and in steady-state noise conditions,

with greater overall benefit in noise (Iverson and Bradlow,

2002; Liu et al., 2004; Smiljanic and Sladen, 2013), although

potentially to a lesser degree than NH listeners (Smiljanic and

Sladen, 2013). Thus, speaking style interacts with presentation

conditions, such that clear speech results in a relatively greater

benefit to accurate speech understanding in adverse listening

conditions (noise) compared to more favorable conditions

(quiet).

While previous research has suggested that CI users

broadly benefit from clear speech in quiet and in noise, it is

unclear if CI users show a similar benefit in the presence of

multi-talker babble (MTB) and how that might vary by indi-

vidual listener. Speech recognition with competing sound

sources is considered one of the largest limitations for CI

users (for a review, see Başkent et al., 2016b). Compared to

relatively simple noise competitors, more ecologically valid

maskers, such as MTB, result in even larger differences in

speech recognition accuracy between CI users and NH lis-

teners (e.g., Friesen et al., 2001; Stickney et al., 2004).

Previous findings suggest that CI users are unable to detect

acoustic differences between the target and masking speech,

such as voice cue differences, and are thereby impaired in

using these cues to engage perceptual or linguistic mecha-

nisms to segregate the target from the masking speech (e.g.,

Luo et al., 2009; Gaudrain et al., 2007, 2008; El Boghdady

et al., 2019). In NH listeners, it has been widely demon-

strated that effective segregation of the target from masking

speech also depends on several linguistic factors, including

speaking style, as well as the linguistic content of the target

and the masking speech (e.g., Calandruccio et al., 2010,

2014). Further, the benefit of a clear speaking style has been

found to vary by the masker type and signal-to-noise ratioa)Electronic mail: terrin.tamati@osumc.edu
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(SNR) (e.g., Van Engen et al., 2014; Calandruccio et al.,
2010). Since speech in MTB is limited by reduced spectral

resolution in CI users, the effect of speaking style may also

differ across listening conditions in CI users. Further, differ-

ences in signal quality as well as the linguistic or cognitive

skills of the listener may contribute to individual differences

in speech recognition in MTB.

Thus, the first aim of the current study was to determine

the effect of speaking style and background competition on

speech recognition in CI users and simulated CIs (8- or 4-

channel acoustic simulations of CI hearing, to cover a wide

range of performance, e.g., Friesen et al., 2001). To examine

the interaction of speaking style and background competition,

we compared word-in-sentence recognition accuracy across

three distinct speaking styles, read text (clear speech), retold

stories (neutral speech), and conversational reduced (conversa-

tional speech; following Tamati et al., 2018) in quiet and in 4-

talker MTB. Previous findings imply that CI users would bene-

fit from clear speech in quiet and in the presence of MTB, with

a relatively greater benefit for MTB. Alternatively, limitations

in CI hearing, associated with a deficit in discriminating speak-

ing style differences (Tamati et al., 2019), may reduce the ben-

efit afforded by a clear speaking style; that is, MTB may

actually further limit access to relevant clear speech cues,

resulting in a lack of benefit of clear over conversational

speech in MTB. Given the vast individual differences attested

in CI users (Lazard et al., 2012; Blamey et al., 2013), the sec-

ond aim of the study was to investigate whether individual dif-

ferences in speech recognition determine the extent to which

CI users are able to benefit from clear speech modifications in

quiet and in MTB. Liu et al. (2004) demonstrated that only the

higher-performing CI users showed an advantage for clear

speech over conversational speech in steady-state noise, while

both lower- and higher-performing CI users benefited from

clear speech over conversational speech in quiet. Thus, the

overall goal of the current study was to explore the relation-

ships between speaker style, MTB, and speech understanding

in individual CI users.

II. METHODS

A. Listeners

Ten native Dutch speaking, experienced CI users [age

38–75 years; M¼ 68, standard deviation (SD)¼ 11.3; 3

female] participated in the study (see Table I for demo-

graphics). All had used their implants for at least 2.5 years

(2.5–13 years) and were implanted after age 18 years.

Twenty young, native, NH Dutch speakers (age

20–29 years; M¼ 20.6; SD¼ 1.5; 15 female; 25 dB hearing

level or better at audiometric frequencies 250–8000 Hz) par-

ticipated in the current study. Participants were randomly

divided into two groups: the 8-channel (CI-8) and 4-channel

(CI-4) CI-simulation conditions.

All participants received a detailed explanation of the

study and signed an informed written consent. For NH listen-

ers, compensation was 8 euros or partial course credit for 1 h

of testing. For CI users, compensation was 16 euros for par-

ticipating in a larger study, which included the current set of

experiments and lasted approximately 2 h in total. The study

was approved by the Medical Ethics Committee of the

UMCG (METc2012-455).

B. Materials

Materials consisted of 72 sentence-length utterances

produced by two talkers (1 female/1 male) selected from the

Instituut voor Fonetische Wetenschappen Amsterdam corpus

of the Institute of Phonetic Sciences Amsterdam (van Son

et al., 2001). For each talker, 12 utterances were produced

each in the context of a conversation (conversational

reduced—“conversational”), from the retelling of a story

(retold story—“neutral”), and from a read list (read text—

“clear”), for 36 in total. A full description of the acoustic-

phonetic characteristics of a larger set of materials from

which the stimuli were selected can be found in the study

methods provided in Tamati et al. (2019). As summarized in

Tamati et al. (2019), the clear speech (read text) originating

from the larger corpus demonstrated properties consistent

with a carefully articulated speaking style: a greater relative

number of pauses, a slower speaking rate (although varying

across talkers), a higher average F0 and F0 range, and more

fully realized sound segments, including more frequent word-

final [t]-realization, schwa realization in unstressed syllables,

word-final [n]-realization, and postvocalic–[r]realization. The

characteristics of the clear speech are described in contrast

with the conversational speech originating from the larger

corpus (conversational reduced), which demonstrated features

more consistent with conversational speech: faster speaking

rate, a lower average F0 and F0 range, and more frequent

TABLE I. Demographic information of CI users.

Participant

Age

(years) Gender Etiology

Age at Onset of Hearing

Loss (years)

Duration CI Use

(years) Device Configuration

CI1 67 M Genetic—progressive 13 3 Advanced Bionics CI L

CI2 75 M Traumatic Head Injury 68 8 Cochlear CI R

CI3 78 F Unknown 0 10 Cochlear CI R

CI4 68 M Autoimmune 29 10 Cochlear CI L

CI5 75 M Genetic—progressive 50 9 Advanced Bionics Bilateral

CI6 68 M Viral—sudden 61 6 Cochlear CI R

CI7 66 F Unknown—progressive 34 2.5 Advanced Bionics CI R

CI8 38 M Genetic—progressive 1 13 Cochlear CI R, HA L

CI9 70 M Unknown 55 3 Advanced Bionics CI R, HA L

CI10 60 F Genetic—progressive 17 13 Cochlear CI R, HA L
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reduction/deletion of the four sound segments. The neutral

speech (retold story) displayed properties of both clear and

conversational speech and presented an in-between case for

some measures: slower speaking rate, fairly high average F0

but decreased F0 range, frequent deletion of word-final [t],

moderate schwa realization in unstressed syllables, moderate

deletion of word-final [n], and frequent realization of post-

vocalic. The features of these three speech categories are

largely consistent with previous descriptions of speaking style

differences among scripted speech and variations of non-

scripted speech in Dutch (Ernestus et al., 2015).

C. Prodedure

Participants were tested individually, seated in an

anechoic room. Stimulus materials were equal in intensity

and presented at 65 dB sound pressure level (SPL), via a

loudspeaker (Precision 80, Tannoy, Coatbridge, United

Kingdom) placed approximately 1 m from the participant at

0� azimuth. For the experiment, CI participants used their

everyday CI settings set to a comfortable volume.

Half of the sentences were presented in quiet (block 1)

and half were presented in MTB at þ10 dB SNR (block 2).

The block order (quiet-MTB) was the same for all partici-

pants. Each block contained 6 conversational, 6 neutral, and

6 clear sentences, presented in random order and only once

without repetition. For the MTB condition, the target senten-

ces were mixed with random samples of four-talker babble

made from samples of conversational speech produced by 2

male talkers and 2 female talkers (IFADV Corpus; van Son

et al., 2008).

On each trial, participants were presented with a single

sentence and were asked to verbally repeat the words that

they heard. Partial answers and guessing were encouraged.

The participants’ responses were recorded and scored offline

by a native Dutch speaker. Exact word order was not

required, but plural or possessive morphological markers

were required to match the word.

For CI simulation, all stimuli were processed through an

8-channel (CI-8 listener group) or 4-channel (CI-4 listener

group) noise-band vocoder with MATLAB code maintained by

the dB SPL lab at the UMCG (e.g., Gaudrain and Başkent,

2015). The sentences (with or without MTB) were filtered

into 4 or 8 frequency bands between 150 and 7000 Hz, using

12th order, zero-phase Butterworth filters. Greenwood’s fre-

quency-to-place mapping function was used such that each

band corresponded to evenly spaced regions of the cochlea

(Greenwood, 1990). Noise-band carriers were generated by

filtering white noise into spectral bands using the same 12th

order Butterworth bandpass filters. The stimuli were con-

structed by modulating the noise carriers in each channel

with the corresponding extracted envelope, and adding

together the modulated noise bands from all vocoder

channels.

III. RESULTS

Recognition accuracy, as determined by the total number

of words correctly identified, was measured for all three lis-

tener groups across speaking styles and background noise

conditions. Overall (Fig. 1), mean accuracy for clear speech

was highest (M¼ 34.95%, SD¼ 38.20), followed by neutral

speech (M¼ 29.85%, SD¼ 35.46), and then conversational

speech (M¼ 27.90, SD¼ 34.47). Mean accuracy for the Quiet

condition (M¼ 50.16%, SD¼ 37.22) was higher than for the

MTB condition (M¼ 11.64%, SD¼ 22.18). Recognition accu-

racy was highest in the CI-8 group (M¼ 47.6%, SD¼ 38.6),

lowest in the CI-4 group (M¼ 18.3%, SD¼ 26.6), with the CI

group in the middle (M¼ 29.1%, SD¼ 35.1).

In order to examine the effects of speaking style and

noise conditions on recognition accuracy across the three lis-

tener groups, a mixed effects model was created treating

speaking style, noise condition, and listener group as fixed

effects, participant as a random effect, and overall perfor-

mance on the speaking style sentence recognition test—as

measured in rational arcsine units (RAUs) (Studebaker,

1985)—as the outcome variable in R statistic software

(Version 3.6.0, macOS Mojave version 10.14.4). Note that

the intercept and the slopes of the noise condition and speak-

ing style variables were all allowed to vary with the random

variable, participant, as recent work has shown that inclusion

of the maximal rational model structure in the random effect

term yields more robust results (Barr et al., 2013).

Likelihood ratio (LR) testing was utilized to determine varia-

bles and model structure. The maximal model was created

with interactions between all three variables (i.e., speaking

style, noise condition, and listener group). LR testing for an

interaction of speaking style and listener group [v2

(10)¼ 11.93, p¼ 0.29] or speaking style and noise condition

[v2 (2)¼ 11.93, p¼ 0.66] did not prove significant, while LR

testing for an interaction of listener group and noise condi-

tion [v2 (8)¼ 47.49, p< 0.001 [did prove significant. Main

effects were significant for speaking style [v2 (2)¼ 19.51,

p< 0.001] and noise condition [v2 (1)¼ 66.13, p< 0.001]

and marginally significant for listener group [v2 (2)¼ 5.70,

p¼ 0.058]. Thus, the final model included a linear

FIG. 1. Mean word-in-sentence recognition accuracy by listener group (CI-

4, CI Users, and CI-8 users) and Speaking Style (Conversational, Neutral,

Clear Speech) for Quiet and MTB noise conditions. The boxes extend from

the lower to the upper quartile (the interquartile range, IQ), the solid midline

indicates the median, and the dashed midline indicates the mean. The

whiskers indicate the highest and lowest values no greater than 1.5 times the

IQ, and the dots indicate the outliers, which are defined as data points larger

than 1.5 times the IQ.
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combination of the three fixed effects as well as an interac-

tion term between listener group and noise condition. The

full results of the model can be found in Table II.

The main effect for noise condition had a positive coef-

ficient (b¼ 34.54, p< 0.001) with MTB as the baseline,

matching the observation that listeners were more accurate

in the Quiet condition than the MTB condition. The main

effect for the listener group had CI users as the baseline and

coefficients for CI-4 (b ¼ �10.32, p¼ 0.025) and CI-

8 (b¼ 6.88, p¼ 0.127) demonstrated that CI-4 users did

worse, on average, than CI and CI-8 users, who performed

similarly. Finally, the main effect for speaking style used

conversational speech as the baseline condition and coeffi-

cients for neutral speech (b¼ 1.51, p¼ 0.322), and clear

speech (b¼ 7.07, p< 0.001) indicated that accuracy

improved from worst to best, in that order. The interaction

coefficients— with the MTB condition and the CI user group

as the baseline—show that the amount of release from MTB

noise masking (i.e., Quiet relative to Noise performance)

was similar for the CI user and the CI-4 groups (b ¼ �2.22,

p¼ 0.527), but was larger for the CI-8 group (b¼ 24.88,

p< 0.001).

Although the interaction of speaking style and noise

condition by listener group was not significant, these factors

may interact at an individual level, given the vast individual

differences in performance within groups (see Fig. 1).

Therefore, to further examine the relationship between

speaking style and noise condition, a mixed effects model

was utilized with performance in the MTB condition (in

RAUs) as the outcome, individual performance in the Quiet

condition (in RAU) and speaking style as fixed effects, as

well as their interaction, and participant as a random effect.

Using LR testing to compare different models, including an

interaction between individual Quiet condition sentence rec-

ognition and speaking style was found to significantly

improve model fit [v2 (2)¼ 12.67, p< 0.001]. Across speak-

ing styles, better performance in the Quiet condition pre-

dicted better performance in the MTB condition (b¼ 0.21,

p< 0.001). A significant interaction was found between

Quiet condition sentence recognition and the clear speaking

style (b¼ 0.21, p< 0.001) such that the association between

performance levels in the two noise conditions is stronger in

the clear speech condition than in the conversational speech

condition. The full results of the model can be found in

Table III. The relationship between performance levels can

be seen in the slopes displayed in Fig. 2.

IV. DISCUSSION

A clear, rather than conversational, speaking style may

be one means of improving speech recognition for CI users

(Liu et al., 2004; Tamati et al., 2019), but the extent to

which a clear speaking style may benefit listeners in MTB

and other adverse listening environments is still unknown.

The current study examined the interaction between speak-

ing style and noise (quiet, MTB) on sentence recognition in

CI users and NH listeners under CI simulation.

Listener group (CI users, CI-4, CI-8), noise condition

(Quiet, MTB), and speaking style (clear speech, neutral

speech, conversational speech) were found to significantly

affect sentence recognition accuracy. CI users varied greatly

in the overall sentence recognition accuracy, with CI-4 and

CI-8 approximating the range of performance among the CI

users. The most striking effect was that MTB resulted in

drastic declines in performance across all speaking styles and

TABLE II. Results of mixed effects modeling of main effects. *** p< 0.001; ** p< 0.01; * p< 0.05.

Predictor Level Coefficient Error df p-value

Intercept 6.03 3.12 33.19 0.062

Noise Condition MTB ref

Quiet 34.54 2.48 31.26 <0.001 ***

Listener Group CI ref

CI-4 �10.33 4.39 32.00 0.025 *

CI-8 6.88 4.39 32.00 0.127

Speaking Style Conversational ref

Neutral 1.51 1.52 177.06 0.322

Clear 7.07 1.57 109.83 0.000 ***

Interactions Quiet and CI-4 �2.22 3.48 31.66 0.528

Quiet and CI-8 24.88 3.48 31.66 <0.001 ***

TABLE III. Results of mixed effects modeling of individual differences. ** p<0.01.

Predictor Level Coefficient Error df p-value

Intercept �2.02 3.33 56.63 0.547

Individual Performance in Quiet 0.21 0.06 61.02 0.001 **

Speaking Style Conversational ref

Neutral �1.28 3.10 48.98 0.680

Clear �4.60 3.26 49.80 0.164

Interaction Quiet and Neutral 0.09 0.06 49.05 0.147

Quiet and Clear 0.21 0.06 49.19 0.001 **
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listener groups. Although consistent with our predictions, the

magnitude of the effect of MTB on speech recognition is

notable. For all participants, but especially the CI-4 listeners,

accuracy scores were near floor at þ10 dB SNR, suggesting

that, in addition to the MTB, the task and materials might be

quite challenging for CI users, perhaps due to the interleaved

speaking style and talker variability and lack of strong

semantic information with which listeners might compensate

for the degraded conditions (Başkent et al., 2016a, 2016b;

see Tamati et al., 2019 for additional information about the

materials).

Across listeners, as expected, the CI-8 listeners were

found to have the best performance across all tasks, while

the CI-4 listeners had the poorest performance, and CI users

were spread relatively evenly across the range of scores, con-

firming our design choice for approximating good and poor

CI listening with 8- and 4-channel noise-vocoder simula-

tions. A significant interaction was found between the lis-

tener group and noise condition, but no interaction between

listener group and speaking style. CI-8 users were found to

be disproportionately better under the MTB condition than

either the CI or CI-4 users, consistent with previous research

(Dorman et al., 1998) and supporting the idea that increased

spectral resolution likely provides the listeners with addi-

tional acoustic-phonetic details that can help in recognizing

words in quiet and extracting linguistic content from words

in a MTB background.

With regards to speaking style, consistent with previous

findings (Liu et al., 2004; Tamati et al., 2019), CI users dem-

onstrated worse performance with the conversational speech

and better performance with the clear speech in both Quiet

and MTB conditions, with neutral speech falling in the mid-

dle. These results support previous research demonstrating

that CI users may benefit from clear speech relative to con-

versational reduced speech, which presents an additional

cognitive and perceptual challenge (Liu et al., 2004; Tamati

et al., 2019). However, the clear speech benefit was not

affected by noise condition, with similar benefits broadly

observed in both noise conditions and across listener groups.

Iverson and Bradlow (2002) observed a benefit from clear

speech on sentence recognition in speech-spectrum shaped

noise conditions, with listeners demonstrating an even

greater performance benefit from clear speech in noise.

However, in these studies, speech understanding was near

ceiling in quiet and much more accurate in comparable noise

conditions (þ10 dB SNR) to this study. Considering these

previous findings, the current results again suggest that the

noise condition may interact with speech materials and/or

task demand, resulting in a poorer overall performance in

MTB with the more difficult materials and task from the cur-

rent study. As such, the clear speech benefit in noise or MTB

may crucially depend on the range of performance, poten-

tially resulting in a less clear speech benefit with overall per-

formance closer to the ceiling or floor (see also Iverson and

Bradlow, 2002). In the current study, the MTB condition

was very challenging, with many participants near floor per-

formance. As such, the MTB at this SNR may have obscured

the speech cues too greatly, especially for lower-performing

CI users, potentially impeding their ability to utilize clear

speech cues to facilitate speech recognition. Future studies

could use a range of SNRs and vary the number of talkers in

the masker to obtain a larger range of performance in MTB

and systematically explore possible interactions with the

clear speech benefit and performance level.

Regarding individual differences, while a stronger clear

speech benefit was not observed in MTB across groups, fur-

ther analysis indicated that higher-performing CI users may

have been better able to effectively utilize some clear speech

cues to support speech recognition. Individuals who were

most accurate in quiet conditions were performing dispro-

portionately better in MTB when hearing clear speech, simi-

lar to findings from Liu et al. (2004). Similarly, there is

evidence that some higher-performing CI users are better

able to apply top-down compensatory strategies to improve

recognition in adverse listening conditions (Bhargava et al.,
2014). These CI users may be able to better use predictive

coding and downstream cognitive processing resources to

free up resources to dedicate to the encoding of fine-grained

acoustic details, potentially allowing them to take advantage

of clear speech cues or engage in other compensatory strate-

gies (Başkent et al., 2016a; Moberly et al., 2014, 2016).

Potential weaknesses of the current study should be

noted. First, in the current study, sample sizes were rela-

tively small with only ten participants per listener group.

Additionally, the ten CI users varied greatly in age, age of

implantation, device use, and likely language background

and cognitive skills, which may influence sentence recogni-

tion accuracy (e.g., Schoof and Rosen, 2014). While the cur-

rent study explored individual differences in the CI users’

ability to benefit from clear speech modifications in quiet

FIG. 2. Mean percent sentence recog-

nition for the MTB noise condition (y
axis) plotted against the mean percent

sentence recognition in the Quiet con-

dition (x axis) for Conversational

Speech, Neutral Speech, and Clear

Speech Speaking Styles, and for CI-4

users (circle), CI users (square), and

CI-8 users (triangle). Linear regres-

sions with 95% confidence intervals

have also been plotted.
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and in MTB, accounting for how these factors may contrib-

ute to the observed individual differences was beyond the

scope of the current study. Additionally, the demographic

characteristics of the CI users were not matched in the NH

listener groups, hindering our ability to understand and

account for group differences in the current study. Although

CI users’ performance was distributed relatively equally

between the CI-4 and CI-8 listener groups—suggesting a

similar effect of MTB across groups—differences in demo-

graphic characteristics, specifically age, may lead to differ-

ent underlying processing strategies across speaking styles

and MTB (e.g., Bhargava et al., 2016). Therefore, larger

studies involving more CI users and more carefully control-

ling for demographic characteristics and device use among

the participants are needed to confirm the effect of speaking

style and MTB in CI users and to explore the factors under-

lying individual differences.

The current study has provided a first step in understand-

ing the interactions of speaking style and background noise,

specifically in adult, post-lingually deafened CI users and how

these interactions may vary depending on the individual CI

user. Taken together, the results of this study demonstrate that

CI users and NH listeners under CI simulation show poor

speech recognition in the presence of MTB, but that clearer

speaking styles can significantly improve sentence recogni-

tion, particularly for higher-performing CI users, whose base-

line perceptual and cognitive skills are likely already robust.

However, many CI users may be unable to attend to beneficial

acoustic-phonetic cues in adverse listing conditions, such as

in the presence of MTB, if top-down perceptual or cognitive

skills are weak or if bottom-up auditory input is too impover-

ished to trigger such compensatory mechanisms, as in the CI-

4 listener group. As a result, these CI users who perform

worse under ideal conditions may suffer even greater declines

in performance under challenging listening conditions com-

pared to their better-performing counterparts.
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